10 simple steps to
grow your own
multi-variety fruit
trees at home!

What is grafting?
Grafting is a technique where a twig or bud of one plant is
joined to another plant of the same family.
The added part is called scion while the lower part is called the
rootstock. Rootstocks are bred to be hardier, disease resistant or in
Auckland’s case can cope better with clay soil.
These days they are often dwarfing, resulting in a tree no bigger
than 2-4m instead of 5-10m.

What kinds of trees can you graft?
Rootstock (the original tree) & scions (the new end) can always
be grafted together if they are of the same botanical species. For
example apple varieties can go on an apple tree, pear on pear or
quince, all stone fruit are mostly compatible (plum on peach, apricot
on plum etc).

Why graft?
Why plant 10 different
fruit trees when you can
grow one single tree that
produces 10 different
varieties of fruit?

How to collect your scion wood?
Choose the variety of fruit you want to graft on an existing tree. You
will want to cut your scion wood when the trees are dormant in the
winter or very early spring before the sap has started to run.
Cut pieces about 4-6mm thick and up to 10cm long from new growth.
When you are ready to graft, take out the scion of your choice, and
make a fresh cut above where you originally snipped it off the tree (this
creates a fresh slate for the graft to grow on the new tree).
Once you have cut your scion wood in June/July from the tree of your
choice it must be kept wrapped in moist newspaper and sealed in a
knotted plastic bag in the fridge for about 2 months.
The grafting takes place when the sap is rising and the trees are starting
to show their buds (stone fruit end of August, pip fruit end of
September)

What you will need to graft:
Secateurs
Grafting tape or long, 1.5cm wide strips of cling film
Grafting or box cutter/carpet knife
Label + string (Ellen reuses old venetian blinds cut into
strips as a long-lasting label)
Pencil or sharpie (keep a record as labels will fade or
get lost)
Fruit tree (1-2 year old rootstock or existing tree)
Branches/scion from your favourite (apple) tree
varieties (Your scion needs to be cut in June/July and
kept wrapped in moist newspaper and sealed in plastic
bags in a frost free fridge until September. Make sure
to label the scions.)

STEP 1
MATCH YOUR SCION WOOD
Find a branch on your root stock tree of similar
thickness to your scion wood. They need to be a similar
diameter so that the scion wood can properly graft
onto the root-stock tree.

STEP 2
PROTECT YOUR SCION WOOD
Cover the scion wood all over in grafting tape or
alternatively put a small ziplock bag over it. Make sure you
don’t break the buds off and leave them free from tape so
the bud can burst and grow leaves and eventually a branch.
This protection is to keep it from drying out while it fuses
with the rootstock or existing tree.

STEP 3
CUT YOUR SCION WOOD

You don’t need more than 3-4 buds so your final piece
of scion may only be 5cm long, you can use the other
part for another branch. Always make clean cuts to
protect the wood, it is just like a wound,.

STEP 4
CUT YOUR ROOT-STOCK BRANCH
Decide where you want to graft, which branch should be
your new variety? Check your scion wood and choose a
scion that best matches the branch size.
The closer to the trunk you graft the more important the
branch will become. If you graft way out at the very tip of
an existing large branch you may only get a few new fruit.

grafting close to the trunk to develop a large branch

STEP 5
MAKE INCISION INTO YOUR ROOTSTOCK BRANCH
A cleft graft is easy: make a 2cm incision/slit with the sharp
knife through the middle of the rootstock/tree branch

STEP 6
CUT END OF SCION WOOD INTO 'V' SHAPE
Whittle a clean, v shaped cut onto
the end of your scion wood

STEP 7
MATCH YOUR SCION WOOD
TO THE ROOTSTOCK BRANCH
Insert the V of the scion into the incision/slit made in the
original rootstock or tree branch
Match the edge of the scion to the edge of the side of the
rootstock/branch.
As long as one side is perfectly matching, the cambium layer
is able to allow fluid to flow into the new scion wood,
nourish and heal the cut wound.

One side of both scion and root stock branch should align

STEP 8
TIGHTLY TAPE BRANCHES TOGETHER
Use grafting tape/cling film strips to tape up the full length
of the insert where the scion wood and rootstock/branch
meet.
Make sure that the place where they meet is completely
covered.
Put a small ziplock bag over it if you haven’t taped it (may
be safer for beginners).

STEP 9
LABEL YOUR VARIE-TREE!
Label the grafted branch with the variety of the fruit, and the
date. Write it on both sides as UV will fade it away.
Make a note in your garden diary what you grafted on
which branches.
You can use old shutter blinds, or other hardy labels, tie
loosely on with string and you're set.

STEP 10
CHECK ON YOUR VARIE-TREE!
Within 4-6 weeks your grafting union should have
worked. If you see no green leaves you might need
to try again next year.
In you do see green leaves on your branch within
4-6 weeks, then carefully remove/unwind the
grafting tape.

Here is what a successful
graft can end up looking like

YAY!
Your Varie-Tree is complete!

You can add different varieties to other branches on
the same tree and have your own Varie-Tree.
Sometimes people can have 10 or more varieties on
one tree (small, large, early, late, sweet, sour, green,
red or yellow apples, cooking, eating and cider
apples etc)
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